Performance ISSUES

Operating conditions inside Hammermills and other types of Crushing/Pulverizing equipment can wear components very quickly. This results in lost efficiency, less productivity, and higher operating costs! If you experience these things, then Good Earth Tools can help!

“Steel paddles wear out at 1,500 tons. But, Good Earth Tools carbide paddles are STILL performing at 16,000 tons!”

- Marvin J.

“The TigerCarb works like a dream. We are glad...
Good Earth Tools BENEFITS

★ Reduce Machine Downtime
★ Lower Maintenance and Operating Costs
★ Protects Your Capital Investment
★ Reduce Spare Part Inventory Costs
★ Help Achieve Production Goals
★ Ultimately Helps Increase Profitability

“The extended life of these Good Earth Tool carbide hammers has really helped us meet our production needs!”

- Tom K.

Your Wear Solution PARTNER

Customers have relied on Good Earth Tools to solve their worst wear problems for almost 50 years.

What can Good Earth Tools do for you?

636-937-3330
or visit our website at www.goodearthtools.com

Incredibly Long Wear-Life

1,300 hours 3,333 hours Over 5,000 hours!

Good Earth Tools TigerCarb™ Hammers

Netting three times the wear life and still going strong!”

- Hugh P.